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expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the Secretariat ofthe World Meteorological
Organization concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area, or of its authorities,
or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries.
This report has been produced without editorial revision by the WMO Secretariat. It is not an
official WMO publication and its distribution in this form does not imply endorsement by the
Organization of the ideas expressed.

FOREWORD
One ofthe responsibilities of the Working Group on Surface Measurements of the Commission
of Instruments and Methods of Observation (CIMO) is the provision of information on modem
techniques and technologies for observation and measurement of meteorological variables. This is
especially true in the case ofautomatic weather stations (AWS), where the introduction and use of new
sensors and measurement strategies requires guidance based on available and critically reviewed
expenence.
This report, prepared under the supervision ofDr R. Canterford (Australia), Chairman of the
above Working Group, is the culmination ofthe work of several meteorologists and physicists working
in the Australian Bureau ofMeteorology. The major part is based on a previous document on Automatic

Weather Stations (AWS) by Mr. E. lesson, formerly of the Bureau of Meteorology and CIMO
Rapporteur in this field. This was expanded to include, in Part I, the latest material on AWS technology
and, in Part IT, guidance for the implementation ofnetworks and training of users of data produced by
automatic stations.
This publication will provide WMO Members and users outside ofthe meteorological community
with useful information on the performance to be expected from automatic weather stations. Perhaps
more importantly, it deals with critical issues to be resolved in their implementation, including training
oftechnicians and users. It will be of particular benefit to those planning to implement AWS systems
and networks for the first time.
I wish to thank Dr R. Canterford along with the staff ofthe Observations & Engineering Branch
ofthe Bureau ofMeteorology ofAustralia for the effort put into the preparation of this report. Special
thanks are due to Messrs E. Jesson (for his original document), D. Evans, D. Lockett, and B. Gunn and
Dr 1. Wame, who have been involved in the preparation, revision and update of this report. I am also
grateful to Ms V. Nadolski of the National Weather Service of the USA and several experts from the
Atmospheric Environment Service of Canada for their contributions and careful reviews of the
manuscript during preparation. However, my specific appreciation is directed to the Australian Bureau
ofMeteorology for the great support given to this undertaking.

(Dr. 1. Kruus)
President of the Commission for
Instruments and Methods of Observation
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Preface
The purpose of this specification is to provide a statement of functional requirement as
guidance to a variety of authorities, other than National Meteorological Agencies, who wish
to purchase Automatic Weather Stations (AWS). The specification may also be useful to
potential manufacturers who wish to enter this field.
In formulating this specification an initial draft was widely circulated amongst typical,
potential, Australian users.
Comment received was wide ranging and sometimes
contradictory. Where appropriate it has been incorporated into this specification. The author's
thanks are due to all those contributors for their invaluable input.
It is worthwhile to comment here on the role of a functional specification. Basically it sets out

to define what a system is required to achieve without tying down the detail of how it is to be
achieved. Such detail is likely to limit the applicability of the specification for many users, and
the design flexibility of potential manufacturers. Users are, of course, at liberty to constrain,
delete from, add to or otherwise amend this specification to suit their specific requirements.
In this context it is the responsibility of the supplier to provide a detailed user's manual
detailing how the system is set up and used; how, for example, system alarm levels are to be
set.
And finally, a word ofwarning. It is necessary to distinguish between derived quantities which
can be derived unambiguously or are based on well defined relationships (eg maximum and
minimum values, integrals, MSL pressure, dew point) and those which are modelled using less
well defined relationships (eg evaporation using the Penman model which is sometimes seen
as an alternative to the expense of, or problems with, automated measurement of evaporation).
There may not always be agreement on the validity of any particular model and the values to
be assigned to constants in the model. Modelled data should not be computed on-site,
substituted for measured data and incorporated into the archival data set. Rather, using
measured data recorded in the archival data set, different users can model quantities such as
evaporation using WMO or meteorological agency guidance or their own chosen procedures.
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1. Introduction
1.1 There is a growing need for meteorological data in support of a range of activities such
as environmental monitoring, transport (by road, rail, sea and air), agricultural research and
planning, the mining, manufacturing and construction industries, and educational and
recreational activities. As a result of this need, and recognising that it is often difficult to
obtain manual observations at weekends and overnight, many authorities are turning to the use
of AWS. Many of these authorities are asking their National Meteorological Agency for
advice on these AWSs; particularly when they require data which are compatible with the data
obtained by that service for research purposes, or to support the meteorological service in the
provision of services to the authority.
1.2 This specification aims to provide guidance for authorities in their AWS purchases. Of
necessity it is broad ranging, so the user will need to extract the parts needed or delete parts
not needed and in some parts add to or elaborate on the detail provided herein. Because this
specification is used for guidance it describes features which "should" be provided; if it is used
as a statement of requirement to a potential supplier then the user may wish to change many
of those "shoulds" to "shaHs".
1.3 The specification covers the functional requirements of an AWS able to meet the needs
of a range of authorities or private bodies who wish to obtain meteorological data, typically,
for one or more of the following reasons:-

*

for their own applications;

*

for use with non-meteorological data;

*

to be made available to the national meteorological service in support of a service which
the authority requires in support of its own activities;

*

to be incorporated into the national meteorological archive.

1.4 If the user of an AWS wants the data from it to be available to its national
meteorological service, it will be advisable (and probably necessary) for the user to consult
with the meteorological service on some ofthe design and operational aspects of the system
in the early stages of implementation. The meteorological service will obviously have to be
consulted on communication systems, codes, content and frequency of messages. The
meteorological service also will have to take an interest in the quality and continuity of data,
which are affected by such issues as types of sensors and communications equipment, exposure
of sensors, and the arrangements for inspection, maintenance and calibration.
1.5 For the purpose ofthis specification, an AWS is defined as a station which transmits data
for real-time use. A non-real-time station uses many of the features of an AWS but without
the communications component, and the methods, recording medium and format of data
transfer for such a station are also described in this specification.
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2. General Requirements
In order to meet the above range of applications, the AWS will, in summary, provide for
features from amongst the following:a)

sensors, together with the items required to provide an appropriate sensor exposure~

b)

sufficient data channels for meteorological sensors plus any requirement for additional
channels as specified by the user~

c)

scaling of the sensor outputs to convert them to physical units and calculation of
derived quantities such as maximum, minimum, rate of change and integral values for
defined intervals;

d)

manual entry of data which are not to be measured automatically, for reasons which
may include, for instance, complexity, economy or obstructions to vision~ typically
visibility, present weather and cloud height may fall into this category~

e)

manual entry by authorised personnel, only after identification against a password, of
sensor and management data such as integration times, averaging times, reporting
times, alarm criteria;

f)

data storage capacity for a nominal two (2) days to facilitate later collection of data in
the event that communications links are temporarily disrupted. In some cases this may
need to be increased to allow for delays in detection and rectification of a failure;

g) where the provision ofpower and/or communications links are costly or inappropriate,
provision needs to be made for the recording of data on-site, particularly at locations
where the use of solid-state memory recording techniques is preferred over
electra-mechanical devices such as magnetic tape recorders which are likely to result
in a lower reliability. A recording capacity to allow for at least 3 months unattended
operation is preferred~
h)

preparation of fully-formed messages for transmission in accordance with predefined
formats, which will depend on the purpose for which the data are required~

i)

automatic message transmission at programmed times, typically 3 am, 6 am,

j)

message transmission on receipt of an interrogation command~

k)

message transmission in response to "alarm" criteria being met, for example a sudden
increase in wind speed or a change in wind direction~

1)

local data read-out as hard copy and/or screen display if data are routinely required at
the site;

etc.~

m) local data read-out via a portable plug-in facility carried by a visiting inspector (for
checking, maintenance, recalibration, etc) only after identification against a password.
This read-out should be selectable as unscaled data, scaled data and coded message
format for checking or setting up those messages~
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n)

communication of messages over private lines, commercial facilities such as those
provided by national telecommunications agencies or satellite operators, or radio links
as specified by the user. The collection of data by commercial communications links
in near real-time, say once a week or daily (overnight), is likely to offer a reduction in
operating (communications) costs;

0) operation from the mains power supply and/or battery supplies, perhaps with solar cell
recharging, as specified by the user. The need for power back-up in the event of mains
power failure must be considered, along with the need for any data protection and the
ability to re-start operations automatically on power restoration;
p)

any ancillary facilities necessary to ensure satisfactory long term operation of the
equipment such as specialist test equipment and operation and maintenance manuals;

q)

protection against lightning and other induced currents;

r)

suitably weatherproof environmental housing(s) for electronic circuitry etc, and any
other necessary protection, such as against fire, vandalism, and local fauna and flora.
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3. Siting Considerations
It is important that careful consideration of the terrain, climate and environment in which the
AWS is likely to be installed is taken into consideration in every facet of planning and design
of the AWS.

Theoretical and comprehensive treatment ofthe siting of meteorological sensors can be found
elsewhere, however the following points are made in order to prompt further investigation
where it is deemed necessary:

*

Each instrument has its own requirement with regard to exposure, as outlined in Annex 1.
By compromising these guidelines, it is possible that the data may be considered
sub-standard by meteorological agencies or other users.

*

Consideration should be given to the layout ofthe sensors in relation to each other, as well
as in relation to local site obstructions in the light of the sensor exposure requirements.

*

The siting of the AWS determines the environment that the accumulated data is
representative of For example, if an AWS is sited at the base of a hill or immediately
adjacent to a heavily forested area, then the data, which, although it may meet the
requirements for the intended application, may not be considered to be suitable or
representative for meteorological purposes for some or all of the sensor outputs.

*

The terrain and environment has considerable impact on maintenance frequency and costs,
as well as sensor performance and longevity.

*

In populated regions it may be necessary to take precautions against vandalism or
accidental damage which could result in data contamination or loss. Care must be taken not
to compromise the integrity ofthe data in doing so.

Possible sources for information relating to siting of meteorological instruments are:
- World Meteorological Organization, Guide to Meteorological Instruments andMethods of
Observation; Sixth Edition (WMO-No. 8).
- Bureau of Meteorology Australia, Guidelines For The Siting and Exposure of
Meteorological Instruments and Observing Facilities, Observation Specification No. 2013.1.
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4. Sensor Related Matters .
4.1 Unless otherwise specified by the user, the system should provide for a basic suite of
sensors which includes atmospheric pressure, air temperature, relative humidity or wet bulb
depression, wind speed, wind direction and rainfall. This together with a few spare data
channels plus engineering housekeeping channels, such as battery voltage and system
vandalism alarms, indicates that a system of 16 channels may be required. However the user
may specify additional quantities such as soil temperatures at several depths and nonmeteorological quantities, and this may require the number of channels to be increased. This
decision requires considerable thought and care.
4.2 Meteorological sensors, if they are to provide data of a quality comparable with data
obtained and archived by the National Meteorological Agency, should meet the following
criteria:-

*

total system (including sensor, measurement system and data processing) accuracy and
resolution should be in accordance with World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
requirements (see Section 8.4). These requirements are summarised in Annex 1. Because
modern data processing systems have good performance characteristics, the main source
of error is likely to be in the sensors and the associated interface circuitry;

*

sensors offered should be well established with proven performance characteristics
comparable with meteorological sensors widely in use by meteorological agencies
throughout the world;

*

the sensors should either be known and acceptable to the local national meteorological
setvice or well-documented proof, from an acceptable source (such as a WMO or national
intercomparison), of their characteristics and performance should be provided;

*

long term stability and reliability should be assured, broadly in conformity with the indicated
periods given in Annex 1 for the individual sensor types.

4.3 In relation to air temperature and humidity (or wet bulb depression) measurement, the
sensors need to be protected from the effects of solar and other radiation by exposure in a
properly designed instrument shelter. Such a shelter:

*

should be of wood (suitably treated with preservatives) or DV-stabilised plastic
construction. Metal construction will not be acceptable unless it is aspirated and/or very
strong evidence of a satisfactory performance is presented;

*

should preferably be of the white, opaque, double louvre type;

*

should be of a proven design. Unless the type is known to the national meteorological
service, documented evidence of performance characteristics should be provided;

*

may be aspirated or un-aspirated. It should be noted that a screen which requires aspiration
to achieve the required performance levels may not be suitable ifthe AWS is to be used
at a location where external power supplies are not available or are unreliable.
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4.4 For all temperature based measurements (air temperature, wet bulb depression, soil
temperatures etc.) there is a preference for Accuracy Class A platinum resistance sensors
complying with International Standard 751: 1983 published by the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) - or an equivalent national standard - used in a four-wire
configuration.
4.5 In measuring wind speed and wind direction the standard exposure is at a height of 10
m, but a 2 m wind-run anemometer may be required in addition to or instead of the 10 m
anemometer. Other exposure requirements may be specified by the user in order to address
problems with the exposure site however these may render the measurements unacceptable for
use by the national meteorological service. For ease of maintenance an anemometer mast
should preferably be ofthe fold-down type. It should be capable of withstanding wind speeds
of 50 ms·I , unless the user intends it for use in locations liable to experience strong winds such
as those subject to tropical cyclones, in which case it should be capable of withstanding wind
speeds of75 ms·I .
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5. Data, Formats, Message Preparation, and
Coding
5.1 Annex 2 lists the data types and facilities that may be considered in designing an AWS
system. Most users would probably want to use only a few ofthe items listed. The data listed
under the headings IIManual entryll are those that occur in the standard meteorological
synoptic observations but which cannot be easily measured or automated without substantial
expense. These include the so-called llvisual observations ll which would usually be 1I 0 bserved"
and recorded manually by field staff ofthe national meteorological service. Typically, these
manual entry observations might include visibility, cloud type and cloud height.
5.2 In order to cater for a wide range of requirements, two alternative scenarios are
considered:
a) in the first case, an organisation providing an AWS for, say, a local aerodrome for which
forecasts are required may need only one AWS, and wants as little involvement with it as
possible. The specification would then be for direct communication to the national
meteorological service's data systems with an AWS capable of preparing, addressing and
initiating message transmission for aviation requirements as specified herein;
b) in a more complex situation, an organisation requiring data from many locations may
choose to have an event-reporting or computer-polled network with connections to a
central processor. In this case the AWS may have a quite different local microprocessor,
and messages intended for transmission to the national meteorological service may be
compiled centrally.
5.3 The standard message types defined by WMO and used by the National Meteorological
Agencies are described in detail in the WMO Manual on Codes (see Section 8.4). This is a
very lengthy and detailed document and is difficult to summarise usefully here. Briefly, the
main report types include:
SYNOP

Report of observations made at standard 3-hourly intervals.

METAR

Report made hourly (usually) for aviation purposes. Used only when a full
METAR can be prepared using current manual entry data in addition to the data
measured automatically.

SPECI

Report made for aviation purposes and triggered by an alarm when there is an
excursion of a measured parameter (e.g. wind or visibility) beyond a specified,
internationally agreed, limit. It is used when a full SPECI can be prepared
using current manual entry data in addition to the automatically measured data.

5.4 It is important to recognise that some types of reports, specifically those required for
aviation purposes, are only valid when they include the visual observations such as visibility,
present weather and cloud detail. Hence it is necessary to make provision for alternative
reports when these important observations are not available. In the absence of any agreed
international code to cover this situation, it will be necessary to discuss this matter with the
local national meteorological service.
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5.5 Data processing and fonnatting within the AWS is another difficult area to address here
and can best be dealt with in discussion with the National Meteorological Service. Again the
approach adopted by Australia is used to illustrate this matter; it could be considered for use
elsewhere and is discussed in Annex 3.
5.6 If the AWS data are to be used by the national meteorological service, the user will need
to consult with the meteorological agency in respect of the details indicated in Annex 2
concerning the following:

*

the types of messages to be attributed to each AWS (reference paragraph 5.3);

*

the times of transmission of MET AR, or similar messages (e.g. hourly, half hourly,
programmed or on demand, maximum frequency if variable, etc.);

*

the time references to be used (e.g. Standard Time, UTC, Local Mean Time, Daylight
Saving Time, other local requirements);

*

the alann conditions for SPECI messages (e.g. a specified mean wind speed, a gust, a
departure from the mean, specified visibility or change in visibility, rainfall rate); and

*

the manual entry data, if any.
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6. Design Features
6.1 The user should specifY a design quality and standard of production appropriate to the
purpose for which it is to be used and within the limitations of any cost constraints. In general
terms, it should be at a level sufficient to ensure that the AWS will be higWy reliable and easy
to maintain and that it will operate satisfactorily under the environmental conditions to
which it will be exposed. The reliability of the AWS should be consistent with the
importance of the measured data and the ease and cost of access to the AWS sites for
maintenance purposes.
6.2 Data communication to external devices should be to a recognised industry standard
unless otherwise specifically defined by the user.
6.3 If the AWS is of a type not requiring the entry of manually observed data and
consequently is not fitted with a keyboard and VDU, then local data read-out, data entry and
maintenance applications should be provided by a portable facility which is carried by visiting
inspectors and maintenance teams and which plugs into the AWS. As indicated in paragraphs
2(e) and 2(1), this local interaction with the AWS should only be enabled against an operator's
password. This facility is required to provide for setting up or checking:-

*

sensor calibration data;

*

internal clocks;

*

averaging periods;

*

station identification;

*

reporting programmes;

*

alarm criteria;

*

other management data specified by the user; and

*

for monitoring engineering functions such as battery voltages and charging currents; test
points etc.
6.4 As indicated in paragraph 1.5, this specification concerns an AWS which accumulates,
prepares and transmits data for real-time use or archiving elsewhere, and apart from a short
term buffer store to cover temporary loss of communications links, makes no provision for onsite data recording. To facilitate system design, the user will need to specifY which of the
following scenarios is applicable:
a) the data are solely for meteorological or meteorologically-compatible use, and compressed
data in the forms selected from Annex 2 will meet the full requirement. In addition the
AWS is to be a stand alone system so that the data should be prepared for transmission in
defined meteorological codes (METAR, SYNOP, etc) to be acceptable to meteorological
data collection systems;
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b) the data use is as for (a) above but the data are to be transmitted in any convenient format
to a central (user) collection system where they will be converted to the meteorological
codes and onforwarded to the national meteorological service; or
c) the data are also used for non-meteorological related purposes (eg agricultural modelling)
for which the data may also be needed as raw data or to be compressed in alternative
modes to be specified by the user.
6.5 Interaction with the AWS for maintenance and management purposes should be user
friendly. Likewise, if there is provision for manual entry of data for messages the system
should be user friendly, with prompts for each successive entry and provision for correcting
and/or verifying data before they are stored or assembled into messages.
6.6 The overall design of the system should provide for easy understanding of operational
procedures (in contrast to maintenance and setting up procedures) by unskilled personnel.
6.7 Consideration needs to be given to the design of the interface electronics as they are
integral to the accuracy of the sensors measurements. The digital electronics needs to be of
12 bit resolution or better to provide the final accuracy desired for digital sensors such as
pressure sensors, visibility meters. The analogue to digital conversion also needs careful
consideration. The resistance and voltage measuring circuitry should not drift with time or
with temperature and humidity fluctuations. In particular the resistance circuitry should
compensate for resistance in the leads to the sensors, even when four wire platinum resistance
probes are used. Some four wire measurement circuit will not compensate for small
variations in the individual wires resistance. If no compensation is allowed for then the lead
resistance will be incorporated into the temperature measurement.
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7. Performance Versus Cost
7.1 As indicated previously this specification is based on the requirement to obtain data of
a quality suited to synoptic meteorological use, incorporation in the meteorological data
archive as a valuable national resource and to meet user requirements to obtain site specific
data which can, for example, be tied into the broader meteorological data archive. As a
consequence the sensor and data system performance characteristics outlined in Annex 1 tend
to place the equipment at the upper end of the market.
7.2 Users who have other, perhaps lesser, requirements might expect to be satisfied by
cheaper equipment. Nevertheless much ofthe detail given in this specification is still relevant
to such requirements. Some aspects of the specification which may be relaxed in order to
achieve a lower initial cost include:

*

the need for some observations quantities might be at a lower priority than others and
perhaps could be deleted;

*

some observations quantities, particularly evaporation, might be expensive to automate and
consideration could be given to modelling them using other measured data. Evaporation,
for example, could be modelled using the well known Penman model - but note the
qualification of the Preface to this specification; namely modelled data should preferably
not be incorporated into the data set, but ifit is, it should be in a form which can be clearly
distinguished from measured data;

*

reduction in accuracy requirements which could lead to the use of less expensive sensors
and sensor-interface circuitry. It is important to note, however, that cheaper sensors are
generally less reliable so that the data loss rate may increase, recalibration may be required
more frequently, the useful life of sensors is likely to be less, and maintenance costs are
likely to increase. The latter could be quite substantial if the AWS is located remote from
the user's base and travel time and costs are significant; and

*

reduction in the system integrity/security margins. That is, an assessment of the risk of the
AWS being damaged by cyclonic winds, fire, vandals, lightning strike etc. and of the
consequences of the AWS being put out of action by such events both in terms of
reinstatement costs and the impact of the consequential data loss.

7.3 Decisions on cost saving techniques such as those suggested above have substantial
potential to reduce the value and integrity ofthe data set. Such decisions are the responsibility
ofthe user ofthe data. From the viewpoint ofthe national meteorological service, it may well
reserve the right to not accept doubtful or unreliable data for archival purposes and for
synoptic use. If the data are being provided to the national meteorological service to facilitate
forecasts in support of the user's own operations then, if the meteorological service believes
the data have deteriorated below an acceptable level, the service may decide to qualify or
discontinue the forecasts.
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8. References
8.1 The international nature of meteorology involving exchange of vast amounts of data

demands a very high level of standardisation. In the field of data collection, in which the use
of AWSs is only a small part, standardisation covers such areas as measurement techniques,
instrument performance, operator techniques, codes for data exchange and communications
procedures. Nevertheless, within this broad envelope, there is considerable scope for flexibility.
That is, the processes adopted should be transparent to the end result.
8.2 Consequently, there is a substantial amount of documentation at the internationalleve1
(WMO Regulations, Technical Guides, Manuals etc.), the regional level (WMO Regions with
regional requirements detailed in the higher level WMO documentation), the nationalleve1
(National Meteorological Agencies handbooks, manuals etc).
8.3 It is clear that in a specification such as this, it is not possible to cover all requirements
and detail. Hence it is important that anyone wanting to work in this field to produce data
which is compatible with and perhaps of application to their national meteorological service,
should liaise with that service and be aware of the relevant WMO documentation.
8.4 The main items ofWMO documentation relevant here are as follows:

*

GUIDE TO METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS OF
OBSERVATIONS, WMO No. 8, Sixth edition, 1996. This document concentrates on
the means of observing and measuring meteorological quantities and lays down the basic
standards of instrument and observing practices that are required by present day
international meteorology.

*

MANUAL ON CODES, Volume 1, International Codes, Part A - Alphanumeric
codes, WMO No. 306, 1988. This is a very large document which covers lists of the
international code forms (eg. the SYNOP code relevant here), coding procedures, and lists
and meanings of symbolic words and groups appearing in coded reports. Periodical
amendments to this Manual reflect internationally-agreed changes to codes.

*

REPORTS ON THE CIMO WORKING GROUP ON SURFACE
MEASUREMENTS -Guidance on the establishment of algorithms for use in synoptic
automatic weather stations: Processing of surface wind data. Instruments and
Observing Methods Reports, No. 47. This report is intended for guidance and the matter
should be discussed with the national meteorological service to determine local practice.

*

SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND SPECIFIC EXAMPLES IN THE
DESIGN OF ALGORITHMS FOR SYNOPTIC AUTOMATIC WEATHER
STATIONS; Instruments and Observing Methods Report, No. 19. This report is
intended for guidance and the matter should be discussed with the national meteorological
service to determine local practice.

*

DIGITAL TELEMETRY SYSTEM EQUIPMENT DATA FORMATS
DOCUMENT, Equipment Specification A2269, Observations and Engineering
Branch, Bureau of Meteorology, Melbourne, Australia. This document details the
system adopted by Australia and serves to illustrate just one approach to this issue.
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Annex 1. Quantities and Specifications for their
Measurement
The aim ofthis section is to provide the reader with a wide-ranging list of commonly measured
quantities and information on related issues that will aid in determining the system required for
individual applications. Included are performance specifications that are considered to be
minimal or desirable, without limiting to a specific method of measurement or sensor type,
although, in some cases, the specifications may narrow the choice to a single sensor type, if
not a single sensor model.

It should be noted that the consideration of a specific sensor to perform the measurement of
a quantity introduces a set of issues which may have considerable effect on such parameters
as initial costs, maintenance costs, maintenance and calibration requirements and technical
skills and expertise required. An assessment of these parameters against the limits to be
imposed on the system will need to be made. For example, it is highly undesirable for the
intended maintenance or calibration schedule for the system as a whole, to be insufficient to
meet the requirements ofthe manufacturer or standard practices for individual sensors, thereby
compromising one or more of the performance specifications given or required.
Some general issues concerning sensors are:

Calibration

*

The calibration requirements specified by the manufacturer should be closely adhered to,
however it would be prudent to consult with the National Meteorological Agency to
discuss the adequacy of the procedures and the frequency thereof

*

In some cases quality monitoring of the resulting data can provide useful information on
the status of the instrument.

Maintenance

*

As with sensor calibration, the sensor manufacturer will provide maintenance requirements
which are associated with the operational and performance characteristics of the instrument.
Failure to follow these guidelines may compromise the integrity, value and accuracy of the
associated data.

*

It is recommended that the maintenance and cleaning schedules or guidelines specified by
the sensor manufacturer are closely adhered to. This will mean that many sensors are totally
unsuited to AWS intended for remote and infrequently attended. applications. Consult the
manufacturer or the National Meteorological Agency for advice regarding the
compromising ofthese guidelines. Optical instruments that rely on optical cleanliness and/or
dryness (require de-humidifying agents) often fall into this category.

*

In some cases quality monitoring of the resulting data can provide useful information on
the status of the instrument.

*

Some sensors have built-in performance checks and indicators which should be utilised
whenever possible.
IllS
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General Reliability Requirements of Sensors

*

An assessment of the ability of the sensor to cope with the conditions to which it will be
imposed, balanced against the intended maintenance regime will need to be made.

*

In general, it is desirable that sensors should be capable of operating for 2-3 years without
physical technical intervention, however this will vary widely from sensor to sensor.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY:

WIND SPEED

The rate at which air moves past a fixed point with respect to the Earth's

DEFINITION:
surface.

DATA USE:

Meteorology, climate, engineering, agriculture, aviation, marine etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Metres per second (ms·I ).

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: 0-50 ms·l or 0-75 ms·l in cyclone prone areas.
Response time:

Distance constant 2 to 5 m. The distance constant is the length ofthe
block of air that must pass an anemometer for it to respond to 63%
ofthe step change from the initial to final condition. It is analogous
to the time constant.

Threshold:

0.5 to 1 ms·l

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Resolution:
0.1 ms·l (1)
Uncertainty:

±1 ms·l or 10% of reading, whichever is the greater.

Integration period:
3 s for wind gust measurement; mean wind speed for specified
periods (usually 2 or 10 min) to be derived.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
Standard exposure is at a height of 10 m above flat ground. Distance from obstructions-tofree-flow-of-air by a minimum of 10 (preferably 30) times the height of the obstruction.
(1) Consideration should be given to the conversion algorithm to ensure the ratio ofpulses to wind speed resolution
is greater than 3: 1
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY:
DEFINITION:

DATA USE:

WIND RUN

The "length of air" moving past a fixed point with respect to the Earth,
over a given interval of time.
Meteorology, climate, engineering, agriculture, aviation, marine etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Kilometres (km).

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: 0-50 ms- 1
Response time: Distance constant 2 to 5 m. The distance constant is the length of the
block of air that must pass an anemometer for it to respond to 63% of
the step change from the initial to final condition. It is analogous to the
time constant.
Threshold:

0.5 to I ms-1

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Resolution:
I km
Uncertainty:

5% of reading for wind speeds above threshold.

Integration period:

As required by user.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
Standard height, when used in association with an evaporation pan, is 2 m under conditions
specified for evaporation (see later).
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: WIND DIRECTION
DEFINITION:

DATA USE:

The mean direction from which air is moving past a fixed point with
respect to the Earth over a given interval of time.
Meteorology, climate, engineering, agriculture, aviation, marine etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Degrees C).

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Measurement range: 0 to 360 0
Operating range:

(Wind speed) 0-50 ms-l or 0-75 ms-l in cyclone prone areas

Response time:

Distance constant of about 1.2 m and a damping ratio of 0.3 to 1 for
an initial attack angle of 10 0

Threshold:

0.5 to 1ms·l

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
Resolution:
50
Uncertainty:
Integration period:

±5°
Mean wind direction for specified periods (usually 2 or 10 minutes)
to be derived

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
As for wind speed. Direction head to be set to True North not Magnetic North.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY:
DEFINITION:

AIR (DRY BULB) TEMPERATURE

Temperature is the condition which determines the direction of the net
flow of heat between two bodies. In such a system, that body which
overall loses heat to the other is said to be at the higher temperature.

DATA USE: Meteorology, climate, engineering, agriculture, aviation, marine etc.
MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Degrees Celsius eC).

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: General purpose, -60 to +60 QC. Alternative ranges may be specified
as appropriate to local conditions.
Response time:

Approximately 30 to 60 seconds for 63% response.

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
0.1 °C
Resolution:
Uncertainty:

±0.3 0, ±0.2 ° preferred for psychrometric use particularly when
used for fog forecasting purposes. (1)

Integration period:

1 minute.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
Inside a suitable instrument shelter, height of 1.25m to 2:0m preferred. For highest
accuracy an artificially ventilated screen with an air speed past the sensor of between 2.5
and 10 ms-I. Location on ground typical of surrounding terrain. No obstruction should be
closer than 4 times the height ofthat obstruction.
(1) For fog forecasting it is necessary to achieve the highest possible accuracy in temperature measurements. For this
plllpOse it is preferred that Wet Bulb Depression be measured directly rather than being obtained as tlle difference of
separate measurements of air temperature and wet bulb temperature.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: WET BULB TEMPERATURE
DEFINITION:

DATA USE:

The temperature attained in a sample of air when the given air becomes
saturated with water vapour at constant pressure.
Provides information on water content of the atmosphere. Used to estimate
relative humidity. Meteorology, energy budget research, agriculture,
engineering etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Degrees Celsius caC).

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: 0 to 35°C, only suitable for non-freezing conditions
Response time:

Approximately 30 to 60 seconds for 63% response.

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM: See (1) below
Resolution:
0.1 °C
Uncertainty:

±0.3 0, ±0.2 ° preferred for psychrometric use particularly when
used for fog forecasting purposes. (1)

Integration period:

1 minute.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
Inside a suitable instrument shelter, height of 1.25m to 2.0m preferred. For highest
accuracy an artificially ventilated screen with an air speed past the sensor of between 2.5
and 10 ms-i. Location on ground typical of surrounding terrain. No obstruction should be
closer than 4 times the height of that obstruction.

(1) For fog forecasting it is necessary to achieve the highest possible accuracy in temperature measurements. For this
pUlpOse it is preferred that Wet Bulb Depression be measured directly rather than being obtained as the difference of
separate measurements of air temperature and wet bulb temperature.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: DEWPOINT TEMPERATURE (non psychrometric method)
DEFINITION:

DATA USE:

The temperature at which moist air, saturated with respect to water at
the given pressure, has a saturation mixing ratio equal to the given
mixing ratio.
Provides information on water content of the atmosphere. Used to estimate
relative humidity. Meteorology, energy budget research, agriculture,
engineering etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Degrees Celsius eC).

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: -60 to +50 QC for dewpoint.
Response time:

Approximately 30 to 60 seconds for 63% response.

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
Resolution:
0.1 QC
Uncertainty:
Integration period:

. ±0.5 QC
1 minute.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
Inside a suitable instrument shelter, height of 1.25m to 2.0m preferred. For highest
accuracy an artificially ventilated screen with an air speed past the sensor ofbetween 2.5
and 10 ms-I. Location on ground typical of surrounding terrain. No obstruction should be
closer than 4 times the height of that obstruction.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: RELATIVE HUMIDITY (non psychrometric method)
DEFINITION: The ratio in percent of the observed vapour pressure to the saturation
vapour pressure with respect to water at the same temperature and pressure.
DATA USE:

Provides information on water content of the atmosphere. Meteorology,
energy budget research, agriculture, engineering etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

% RH.

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range:

0 to 100% RH.

Response time:

Approximately 30 to 40 seconds for 63% response. (1)

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
Resolution:
1% for RH
Uncertainty:

5% for RH to 50%, 3% for RH > 50% (2)

Integration period:

1 minute.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
Inside a suitable instrument shelter, height of 1.25 to 2.0 m preferred. For highest accuracy
an artificially ventilated screen with an air speed past the sensor of between 2.5 and 10 ms-I.
Location on ground typical of surrounding terrain. No obstruction should be closer than
4 times the height of that obstruction. Membrane or sintered metal shields may also be
necessary to minimise effect of pollution on the sensor element and protect the tip from
physical damage.

(1) The response time of the sensor is heavily dependant on the type of filter used.
(2) Above 95% and below 5%, the uncertainty of the sensor measurement increases.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: TERRESTRIAL MINIMUM TE~ERATURE.
DEFINITION:

Daily minimum temperature at Earth's surface. For strict definition see
national meteorological agency.

DATA USE:

Meteorological, climate, agriculture etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Degrees Celsius eC).

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range:

-10°C to +70 °c

Response time:

Approximately 30 to 60 seconds for 63% response.

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
Resolution:
0.1 °c
Uncertainty:

±0.3°C

Integration period:

1 minute.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
25 mm to 50 mm above the soil surface, over short grass or natural surface.(I)

(1) In some circumstances, it may be necessary to shield the sensor from direct solar radiation.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITXeIL TEMPERATURES.
DEFINITION: Temperature of the soil at various depths.
DATA USE:

Agriculture, geology, energy budget analysis etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Degrees Celsius eC).

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: -10 QC to +70 QC
Response time:

Approximately 30 to 40 seconds for 63% response.

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
Resolution:
0.1 QC
Uncertainty:

±0.3 QC

Integration period:

1 minute.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
Standard soil depths (including some or all of5, 10,20,50 and 100 cm).
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
DEFINITION: The force per unit area exerted by virtue of the weight of the atmosphere
above.
Meteorology, climate etc.

DATA USE:

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

HectoPascals (hPa)

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: 850-1080 hPa unless otherwise specified. Stations in high elevation
locations will need a lower operating range.
Response time:
Drift:

Sensor response is commonly much faster than required.

Calibration drift should not exceed about 0.5 hPa/yr.

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
Resolution:
0.1 hPa
Uncertainty:

±0.3 to 0.5 hPa, however in soine applications ±1 hPa acceptable.

Integration period:

60 second average

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
Can be housed in any convenient place providing it is adequately coupled to the atmosphere
and protected from the weather and temperature changes or gradients. A static pressure
head (1) to overcome wind effects may be necessary.

(1) A static head is used to couple the pressure sensor to the atmosphere and minimise problems arising from the
effects ofwind on the sensor inlet, the location ofthe sensor near an upwind or downwind face of a building or located
in a sealed building (eg an airconditioned building). The need for, and type of, a static pressure head should be
discussed with the local National Meteorological Agency.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: PRECIPITATION (RAINFALL AND SNOWFALL) (1)
DEFINITION: The liquid or solid products of the condensation of water vapour falling
from clouds or deposited from air on the ground, including rain, hail, show,
dew, rime, hoar frost and fog.
DATA USE:

Meteorology, climate, hydrology, engineering, agriculture etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Millimetres (mm).

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: Unlimited; electrical impulse output for each 0.2 mm rainfall.

Response time:

Capable of operating at rates up to 1 pulse per second.

Gauge aperture:

Circular aperture, 203 mm or 127 mm diameter preferred.

Other:

Snow is not easily measured and local practice/techniques should be
discussed with the National Meteorological Service.

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
Resolution:
0.2 mm

Uncertainty:

±0.2 mm or ±3% of reading, whichever is greater, preferred; ±5%
acceptable at rainfall rates up to 300 mm/hour. (2) (3)

Other:

For some applications, rainfall intensity may need to be derived.
For certain applications, an algorithm to filter out wind pumping and
evaporation effects will be required.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
The collector rim ofthe gauge should be mounted at a standard height, depending on local
practice (e.g. ground level (pit gauge) or 300mm). In flood prone areas or to keep the
gauge at an AWS out of reach from vandalism, it may be raised. Obstructions to free air
flow over the gauge should not be closer than 4 times its height above the gauge.

(1) Note that at remote unattended locations where there are large bird popu1ations or other sources of debris which
could block the gauge, good and reliable rainfall data may be difficult to achieve.
(2) A rate control device, such as a syphon, is recommended for high (>200mm/hr) rainfall locations, since some
designs of gauges are prone to high errors at these rates. 1bis will affect determination of rainfall rate to a limited

extent.
(3) In certain circumstances it may be appropriate to use a windshield to reduce the inaccuracy of measurement caused
by wind. See the National Meteorological Agency for advice.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: DEPTH OF SNOW
DEFINITION: The depth of fresh snow covering an even horizontal surface.
DATA USE:

Road authority, tourism, engineering etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Centimetres (cm).

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:

Operating range:

0 - 10 m

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
Resolution:
1 cm

Uncertainty:

±2.5 cm

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
To be specified by user.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: EVAPORATION
DEFINITION: Quantity of water, evaporated from an open water surface or from the
ground.
DATA USE:

Agriculture, hydrology, agriculture etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Millimetres (mm).

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: Up to 100 mm/day
Response time:

Rate of evaporation is quite slow, however the sensor must be able
to keep up with intense rainfall rates (e.g. rainfall rate of 240 mm/hr
would require a response time of 15-30 s). (1)

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
Resolution:
0.2 mm, 0.1 mm preferred
Uncertainty:

±0.2 mm to 10 mm, ±2% above 10 mm (2)

Integration period:

The change of level is generally a measure of evaporation and
rainfall combined, and corrections need to be applied to allow for
any rain which may have fallen into the pan.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
Level site with free air flow. Minor obstmctions should not be closer to the pan than 4
times their height. The pan should be stood on a wooden pallet which keeps it 5 to 10 cm
above a natural surface, ie. a surface typical of the area around the observations site.

(1) For users who require more frequent reporting than daily, the response time may become more important. For one
minute reporting, a response time of 15 s is recommended.
(2) Total uncertainty must also include the uncertainty of the rain gauge used.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: SOLAR RADIATION - GLOBAL
DEFINITION: Global solar irradiance is a measure of the rate of total incoming solar
energy on a horizontal plane at the Earth's surface. An exposure is a time
integral of an irradiance.
DATA USE:

Energy budget models, agriculture etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Watts per square metre (Wm-2) for instantaneous values
(irradiance) Joules per square metre (Jm-2) for integrals
(exposure)

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: 0-1500 Wm-2
Response time:

Approximately 60 s for 99% response. Spectral response, 0.3 to 3
,urn for a thermopile type sensor.

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
Resolution:
5 Wm-2 for irradiance, 1 MJm-2 d- 1 .
Uncertainty:

±5% in daily (integrated) totals, ±IO% may be adequate for some
applications. (1)

Integration period:

1 day, unless otherwise specified by user. Integration times (start
and end) to be based on Solar Time unless otherwise specified.
This is a function of AWS longitude and varies from day to day.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
For solar elevation greater than 5 shadows should not fall on sensor; not more than 3%
of sky above a horizontal plane through the sensor should be obscured; location near white
or highly reflecting surfaces should be avoided. Easy access is required for regular cleaning
and checking.
0,

Cl) It is noted that the measurement of solar data requires careful work and frequent cleaning/checking of the sensors
and the merit of measuring such data on an unattended AWS is marginal, at best.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: SOLAR RADIATION - DIRECT
DEFINITION: Direct solar irradiance is a measure ofthe rate ofsolar energy arriving at the
Earth's surface from the Sun's direct beam. An exposure is a time integral
of an irradiance.
DATA USE:

Energy budget models, agriculture etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Watts per square metre (Wm-2) for instantaneous values
(irradiance) Joules per square metre (Jm-2) for integrals
(exposure)

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: 0-1500 Wm-2

< 15 s for 95% response. Spectral response, 0.3 to 3

Response time:

fl-m for a

thermopile type sensor.
SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
Resolution:
± 1.0 Wm-2

Uncertainty:

±1% in daily (integrated) totals. (1)

Integration period:

1 day, unless otherwise specified by user. Integration times (start
and end) to be based on Solar Time unless otherwise specified.
This is a function of AWS longitude and varies from day to day.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
A pyrheliometer requires the use of a solar tracker to ensure that the Sun's direct beam
remains directed through the instrument aperture. For accurate measurement, the
instruments field ofview should be unobstructed along the direct solar path at all times of
the day and year. The opening half-angle ofthe instrument should be 2.5 and the slope
angle 1 o. Easy access is required for regular cleaning and checking.
0

(l) It is noted that the measurement of solar data requires careful work and frequent cleaning/checking of the
sensors and the merit of measuring such data on an unattended AWS is marginal, at best.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: SOLAR RADIATION - DIFFUSE .
DEFINITION: Diffuse solar irradiance is a measure ofthe rate of incoming solar energy on
a horizontal plane at the Earth's surface resulting from scattering of the
Sun's beam due to atmospheric constituents.
DATA USE:

Energy budget models, agriculture etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Watts per square metre (Wm-2 )for instantaneous values
(irradiance) Joules per square metre (Jm-2) for integrals
(exposure).

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: 0-1500 Wm-2
Response time:

Approximately 60 s for 99% response. Spectral response, 0.3 to
3 /-lm for a thermopile type sensor.

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Resolution:
5 Wm"2 for irradiance, 1 MJm-2d-1
Uncertainty:

±7% for daily totals. The radiation sensor should be the same as
for the global radiation measurement. However, the uncertainty of
the data is degraded by the use of the occulting device because
some sky is also obscured. Approximate corrections can be
applied. (1)

Integration period:

1 day, unless otherwise specified by user. Integration times (start
and end) to be based on Solar Time unless otherwise specified.
This is a function of AWS longitude and varies from day to day.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
For best quality data, an occulting disc should be used to obscure the direct solar beam.
Otherwise a shadow band should be used. But note that these shading devices require
regular adjustment and checking, preferably once or twice each day. Careful initial setting
ofthe shading device is required for level, orientation and latitude settings. In very windy
environments, the normal occulting devices tend to vibrate and may allow direct beam
radiation to fall on the sensor and very robust occulting devices may be required.

Cl) It is noted that the measurement of solar data requires careful work and frequent cleaning/checking of the
sensors and the merit of measuring such data on an unattended AWS is marginal, at best.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: NET RADIATION
DEFINITION: Net radiation is a measure of the energy emanating from all sources and
arriving on a horizontal plane at the earth's surface. (1)
DATA USE:

Energy budget models, agriculture etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Watts per square metre (Wm-2) for instantaneous values
(irradiance) Joules per square metre (Jm-2) for integrals
(exposure).

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: Not specified.
Response time:

Approximately 60 s for 99% response. Spectral response, 0.3 to 60
/-lm.

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
Resolution:
5 Wm-2 for irradiance, 1 MJm-2 d- 1
Uncertainty:

±5% or ±0.4 MJm-2d-\ whichever is the greater in daily
(integrated) totals, ±10% may be adequate for some applications.

Integration period:

1 day, unless otherwise specified by user. Integration times (start
and end) to be based on Solar Time unless otherwise specified.
This is a function of AWS longitude and varies from day to day.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
For solar elevation greater than 5°, shadows should not fall on sensor; not more than 3%
of sky above a horizontal plane through the sensor should be obscured; location near white
or highly reflecting surfaces should be avoided. Easy access is required for regular cleaning
and checking. The sensor should be at a height of about 1.5 m over a natural surface
representative of the surrounding area.

(1) There is no merit in making this measurement unless sensors can be checked at least every 2-3 days to ensure they
are clean and level.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: SUNSHINE DURATION
DEFINITION: Sunshine duration is defined to be the sum ofall time periods during the day
when the direct solar irradiance equals or exceeds 120 Wm-2 . Sunshine
duration can be derived from continuous direct irradiance measurement.
DATA USE:

Energy budget models, agriculture etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Hours (hr).

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: Sunshine lIonll above threshold.

Response time:

20 s

Threshold:

Solar irradiance 120 Wm-2

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Resolution:
0.1 hr

Uncertainty:

±2% of reading

Integration period:

1 day unless otherwise specified.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
For accurate measurement, the instruments field of view should be unobstructed along the
direct solar path at all times ofthe day and year.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: SURFACE (LEAF) WETNESS RECORDER (1)
DEFINITION: A measurement of the amount of moisture adhering to a given surface.
DATA USE:

Agriculture.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:
of capacity.

Kilograms per square metre (kgm-2), mm of moisture or %

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Suitability for application to be determined by user.
GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
User to specify. (2)

(l) In general, automated leafwetness measurements should be regarded as indicative only. Suitable sensors with a
proven performance are not widely available. This should be discussed with the national meteorological service. See
WMO Technical Note No.55 for a review of instruments.
(2) Surface wetness measurements are significantly affected by site exposure, particularly crop type, canopy height
and topography. Results from a sensor exposed in a standard instrument enclosure are unlikely to provide useful data
for agricultural users.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: SOIL HEAT FLUX
DEFINITION: A measurement of the rate of radiation transfer to or from the earth at a
specified depth.
DATA USE:

Agriculture, energy budget analysis, etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:
(irradiance).

Watts per square metre (Wm-Z), for instantaneous values

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: Not specified.
Response time:

Up to several minutes is adequate.

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
Resolution:
5 Wm- z
Uncertainty:

±10%

Integration period:

User specified.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
To be buried horizontally in, as far as possible, undisturbed ground at depths to be specified
by the user.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: LIGIiTNING FLASH COUNTER.
DEFINITION: A count of the number of lightning flashes within a given range of the
receiver.
DATA USE:

Meteorology, fire control agency, atmospheric research etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Counts.

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: Not specified.
Response time:

Not specified.

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
Resolution:
1 count.
Uncertainty:

Not specified.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
Flat site away from sources of electrical interference, metal structures, etc.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: SOIL MOISTURE
DEFINITION: A measure of the water content of soil: (1)
DATA USE:

Agriculture, hydrology.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Weight of H2 0 as % ofweight of dry soil.

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Suitability for application to be determined by user.
GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
The choice of location for the sensor is of crucial importance if the measurement is to be
representative for the intended application. Considerations include inclination, topography,
soil type, depth of water table, obstacles and application peculiarities (e.g. farnling
practices, crop or ground cover etc.).

Cl) Note that the aIllOlll1t ofwater available to plants is highly dependent on the type, grade and content ofthe soil and
is a fimction of the soil moisture tension and suction.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: CLOUD (BASE) HEIGHT
DEFINITION: A cloud is an aggregate of very small (as distinct from precipitation) water
droplets, ice crystals or a mixture of both, with its base above the earth's
surface. Cloud base height is the distance between ground (surface) level
and the lowest zone where cloud particles are visibly or perceptively
present.
DATA USE:

Meteorology, aviation, energy budget analysis etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

Metres or feet.

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: Application dependent (1)

Response time:

Approximately 1 minute

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
Resolution:
30 metres (100 feet) or less.

Uncertainty:
Integration period:
GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
Unobstructed view ofthe sampling region (2)

(1) Aeronautical operation is one ofthe most common application of automated ceilometers, where interest is confmed
predominantly to cloud heights and amounts that effect operational activity (usually below 10000 feet above ground
level).
(2) Single point ceilometers require unobstructed view of the zenith, whereas rotating beam ceilometers have a wider
effective field ofview.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: VISIBILITY
DEFINITION: Originally, visibility was defined for meteorological purposes as a quantity
to be estimated by a human observer and is subject to many factors, both
physical and subjective. It is intended to be a measure of the transparency
of the atmosphere and can be measured objectively by means of the
'meteorological optical range' (MOR). The MOR is·defined in the WMO
Guide to Instruments and Methods of Observation as the length of path in
the atmosphere required to reduce the luminous flux in a collimated beam
from an incandescent lamp, at a colour temperature of2,700 K, to 5 % of
its original value, the luminous flux being evaluated by means of the
photometric luminosity function of the International Commission on
Illumination (CIE).
For a human observer, the meteorological visibility by day is defined as the
greatest distance at which a black object of suitable dimensions, situated
near the ground, can be seen and recognised when observed against a
scattering background offog, sky, etc. Meteorological visibility by night is
defined as the greatest distance at which a black object of suitable
dimensions could be seen and recognised, if the general illumination were
raised to the normal daylight level, or the greatest distance at which lights
of moderate intensity can be seen and identified.
DATA USE: Aviation, road authority, meteorology etc.
MEASUREMENT UNITS:

metres (m) or kilometres (km).

SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating range: Up to 50 km
Response time:

1 minute or less.

SENSOR AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:
Resolution:
lOOm
Uncertainty:

±1O%

Integration period:

1 or 2 minutes.

GENERAL SENSOR EXPOSURE:
The sensor should be placed in a position that is representative of the site topography for
which the measurement is required. Locations adversely affected by local atmospheric
pollution should be avoided. The sample volume of air of the sensor should where possible
be at 1.5m above ground level.
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OBSERVATIONS QUANTITY: PRESENT WEATHER (1)
DEFINITION: A description ofthe weather phenomena present at the time of observation.
These fall into 3 categories, namely: precipitation (rain, drizzle, snow, ice
pellets, snow grains, diamond dust and hail); atmospheric obscurity and
suspensoids (haze, dust, smoke, mist, fog, drifting, and blowing snow, dust
or sand storms, dust devils); and other weather events (funnel clouds,
squalls and lightning).
DATA USE:

Meteorology, flood warning, etc.

MEASUREMENT UNITS:

A coded representation ofthe experienced phenomena.

(l) At the time of writing no single sensor capable ofreporting all types ofpresent weather phenomena is available,
although it is possible, through logical analysis of a group of data parameters to devise algorithms that can make
approximate determinations of some of them. Consultation with the National Meteorological Agency is advised.
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Annex 2. Check List For AWS Users
COMMENT

FEATURE
Basic AWS features
Primary use:
· general synoptic use
· aviation
· fireweather
· agrieulture
· hydremeteorology
· manne
· environmental
· climatology

Climate station.

· other

User to state.

Reporting in:
· real-time, programmed
· real-time by interrogation
· real-time on alarm
· near real-time by interrogation

Climate station.

· on-site recording

Climate station.

Data quality/reliability:
· meteorological standard
User to specify.

· other standard

Sensor Requirement
Wind Speed (10 m)
Wind Direction
Air Temperature
Wet Bulb Temperature
Dewpoint Temperature

Measurement method to be specified by user.

Relative Humidity

Measurement method to be specified by user.

Terrestrial Minimum Temperature
Soil Temperatures

Number and depth to be specified by user.

Rainfall
Depth of snow
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COMMENT

FEATURE
Atmospheric Pressure

User to specify whether manual or automated.

Evaporation, including:
. Water Surface Temperature
. Wind Run (2m)
Solar Radiation - Global

User to specify

Solar Radiation - Diffuse

integration period.

Net Radiation
Sunshine Duration
Surface Wetness
Soil Heat Flux
Lightning Flash Counter
Soil Moisture
Cloud Height
Visibility
Present Weather
Non Meteorological Quantities

To be specified by user

FEATURE

COMMENT

Derived Quantities
Wind speed, 10 minute average

The 10 minutes being the last 10 minutes prior to
message transmission, or, for a climate station,
the last 10 minutes before the recording times.

Wind direction, 10 minute average

The 10 minutes being the last 10 minutes prior to
message transmission, or, for a climate station,
the last 10 minutes before the recording times.

Maximum 2 second wind gust in the last
10 minutes
Maximum 2 second wind gust since
midnight
Rainfall in last 10 minutes
Rainfall since 9am
Rainfall in last 3 hours
Rainfall in last 6 hours
Rainfall in last 24 hours
Rainfall in 24 hours ending 9am
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FEATURE

COMMENT

Rainfall Rate

User to specify period

Mean sea level pressure or QNH

Equations for calculations to be provided by the
National Meteorological Service.

Pressure tendency in last 3 hours
Pressure change over last 3 hours
Max temperature 6 hrs to 3pm
Max temperature 24 hrs to 9am
Min temperature 24 hrs to 9am
Dewpoint

Equation for calculations to be provided by the
National Meteorological Agency.

Manual Observations Entry
Evaporation

If not automated.

Visibility
Height oflowest cloud present
I18ths sky covered by cloud
1/8ths sky covered by lowest
Type of low cloud
Type of middle cloud
Type of high cloud
Direction of movement of lowest cloud
1/8ths sky covered by significant cloud
Type of significant cloud
Ht ofbase of significant cloud
Present weather
Past weather
State of sea
State of swell
Direction of movement of swell

Engineering and Management
Battery voltages
Battery charging current
Vandal alarms
Equipment housing temperature
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FEATURE

COMMENT

Test points

To be specified by user/designer.

Reports counter
Spare data channels

Number to be specified by user.

Basic spare parts

Level to be specified by user, parts list to be
proposed by the supplier.

Parts identification

User to specify identification system.

Operating manuals
Maintenance manuals
Test equipment

Supplier to specify any specialist test equipment
needed.

Installation Hardware Requirements
Thermometer screen
User to specify height, wind loading etc.

Anemometer mast(s)
Pressure sensor
Static pressure head
Security fencing
Bullet proofing
Power supply type

User to specify

Communications link type

User to specify.

Lightning protection
Fire protection
Cable lengths

User to specify

Environmental housing

User to specify

Data Readout
Local VDU display
Local printer
Buffer store

User to assess need for say a 48 hour buffer store
to avoid data loss if communications link is
disrupted.

Standard reporting times based on:

It is likely that several time standards will need to
be maintained

· Local/Standard time
· Universal time (UTC)
· Local mean time
· Solar time
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FEATURE

COMMENT
Criteria to be specified by user in consultation
with the National Meteorological Agency

Alarm reporting
Portable plug-in read out facility
Message type(s) to be prepared for
transmission

SYNOP, METAR etc.

Messages prepared in the AWS
Messages prepared in centralised data
collection computer
Additional data output requirements

User to specify.

Ability to update message formats to
accommodate code changes

User to specify

Availability of software listings and ease
of modification

User to specify

Climate Station Version
On-site data recording duration.

User to specify

Non-real-time data transmission:
. automatic at defmed times
. stations to be polled
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Annex 3. Data Processing and Formats
1. As indicated in the main text, this is a very broad area. There are so many possible options
and approaches to this issue that it is not practicable to specify here. Consequently it is
necessary for this issue to be discussed in depth with the national meteorological service.
2. Overall, the measured quantities are varying quite slowly and one scan per second of the
suite of sensors, with the sample time for individual sensors of the order of a few milliseconds,
is adequate. This one second data can then be formatted into a message.
3. Using the one second messages, the data are then progressively compressed with data
extracted at the levels required to assemble into reports for transmission. This process starts
using a one minute message format which processes each weather data parameter depending
on its characteristics. For example, a temperature, which changes relatively slowly, is
adequately represented by an instantaneous reading. Whereas wind speed, which changes more
rapidly, must be analysed using statistical techniques. Basically each data variable falls into
one of the following four categories:
a)
b)
c)

Statistical (eg. average, maximum, minimum, etc.)
Instantaneous (ie. the most recent one second sample)
Cumulative (ie. a count of events occurring during the one minute period, typically
impulses from an electrical rain gauge)
d) Derived

For these, statistical variables are derived from all the valid one second samples taken in the
minute, and the derived variables from the other variables by applying formulae. Typical of the
latter, QNH pressure is derived from the instantaneous station level pressure which itself falls
into (b) above.
4. Subsequently, one minute data might be:

*

transmitted to a central processor managing a number of AWSs for further processing,
assembly into reports and on-forwarding to the national meteorological service;

*

converted into other useful pre-defined message formats; and/or

*

further compressed into ten minute and then the SYNOP, METAR etc. formats.

5. As indicated previously, this topic can only be touched on here and if further detail of this
approach (which has been in use most successfully for 10 or so years in Australia) is required,
reference could be made to the Australian Specification.
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Preface
Part IT ofthis document attempts to provide guidance material for implementation and training
requirements when considering the introduction of automated observation systems and
expands upon some material covered in Part 1. It is intended for use by national
meteorological services of countries that do not have mature automated networks, and also
for non- meteorological organisations that may wish to develop networks for special
applications.
It consists of material derived from AWS information leaflets (Mr D. K. Evans) distributed
by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology and some material from a working document
Guidance on Development and Implementation ofAutomated Weather Observing Systems,
by Ms V. Nadolski, USA.

The annex to Part IT contains extracts from a series of training articles for the National
Weather Service ofthe USA, Automated Surface Observing Systems called 'ASOS Trainer's
Tool Box'. They are included as an excellent example of the type of material that can help to
provide the necessary training and understanding required for a successful transition to
automated weather observation systems. However, other countries should develop their

own training material or adapt these to suit their own AWS.
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1.

Introduction

The implementation of automated observation systems is increasing around the world. This
can be attributed to new developments in sensing and communications technology that have
created realisable improvements in the reliability, efficiency and areal coverage of observation
networks~ However the migration path to automated systems needs careful consideration.
Automated systems have their own special requirements, and the interpretation of automated
observations, particularly for subjective weather elements, requires significant end-user
consultation and training.
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2.

Implementation

The Needfor Automation
The decision to automate surface observation systems is usually made in an attempt to
rationalise resource allocations while at the same time maintaining or increasing overall quality.
Automated observing systems have a number of advantages over conventional manual
recording. In general automatic observing systems:
•
•
•
•
•
•

are more consistent in their measurement
can provide data at a significantly greater frequency
can provide data in all weather, day and night, 365 days a year
can be installed in remote locations
can be more cost effective than human observers
can provide more timely observations, particularly in rapidly changing weather.

In the case of establishing a new observation site it is generally easy to show that automated
systems can be more cost effective, by amortising the initial capital cost over a period of time.
Where human observers already perform observations, automation can allow these valuable
human resources to perform more important tasks or to be redistributed more profitably within
an organisation. Additionally automation of these sites may be justified to extend the hours of
coverage past those that would be economically viable with human observers. On the other
hand, if the human resources used in the collection of observations are economical and the
quality of observations is considered sufficient, there may not be a need to automate. This may
occur where authorised or co-operative observers are utilised, or when only part-time or nonreal time observations are required.

Level ofAutomation
Automation introduces more technological complexity to the observation process. Additionally
automation may require a change in the nature ofthe way observations are collected, possibly
reducing the flexibility and adaptability available with human observers.
In rapidly changing weather situations, automated systems are generally more reliable in the
timeliness of observations as they tirelessly monitor sensor data. However some differences
in the response time may be noticed due to the length of time-averaging used in some
algorithms. Conversely excessive special observations may be produced in some rapidly
fluctuating weather situations where a human observer may have chosen to withhold the
observation from transmission. Having system functionality that allows a human observer to
override or withhold the generation of special observations may be a desirable feature in an
automated system.
The appropriate level of automation will be driven by the requirements of end-users for
observations of appropriate quality. This is easily achieved for many observational quantities,
but the more subjective weather elements (i.e. those that have traditionally involved a
substantial degree of individual judgment, such as sky condition, visibility and present
weather), have proven problematic to duplicate with automated sensors. The most common
requirement for automated observation of subjectively determined weather elements can be
found in the aviation context for aerodrome observations such as METAR and SPECI
messages. (More detail ofthese issues in relation to visually determined weather elements are
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covered in the annexes to this document.) So far, attempts to automate th~ visual elements of
aerodrome observations have required fundamentally different approaches to the taking of
observations, mainly to be suited to the instrumentation that can automatically produce these
elements in the most effective manner. Where such approaches are adopted there has been
shown to be a need to re-educate end-users of the information so that the subtle differences
between old and new types of observations are understood and will not be misinterpreted or
misused. This issue of user training will be covered more fully later in this document. Partial
or full augmentation with manually derived visual elements may be considered, but to the
detriment of many of the inherent advantages and efficiencies to be gained through
automation.
Siting and Exposure
In general, the siting and exposure of instrumentation, particularly for use in automated
observing systems, is very critical to providing a good, accurate observation. Siting, exposure,
data homogeneity and representatives are all key aspects of instrumentation performance. To
avoid relocation and to gain user acceptance and a good observation from the beginning, it is
recommended that established guidelines be adopted and followed with installation of new
instrumentation. These considerations are briefly described in Part I ofthis report.
In addition consideration must be given to site security and accessibility. Unattended sites
need to be as secure as possible from vandalism to avoid the costly processes of
instrumentation damage or loss. Protective measures such as fencing may be required. At the
same time accessibility needs to be considered to allow adequate inspection and maintenance.
Sites that are inaccessible due to unreliable road conditions, site access restrictions imposed
by the site owner or sites that are physically difficult to access, should be avoided where
possible.
A site survey is necessary for each and every site and should address two perspectives, one
engineering and one meteorological. The meteorological survey is most critical to overall
program success since it is the key to determining a suitable location for the automated system.
Poor site selection can greatly hinder the acceptance ofthe automated observation because the
data may not be representative and may produce readings that are non-representative because
oflocalized phenomena. For example, if the instrumentation is located near a low lying area
that retains ground water or moisture, fog is likely to form causing high dewpoint readings or
low visibility or runway visual range readings. Elsewhere on the airport, on higher ground the
readings may be quite different and more representative. Persistent user complaints will
ultimately result in the costly relocation of the instrumentation.
The automated observation at the airport (derived from the automated system that is hopefully
located along the primary runway) is specific to the immediate area where the measurement
is taken and generally representative of the airport environs as long as the proper exposure is
obtained.
Data Format
Careful thought must be given to the output data format. Ideally the format used should be:
•
Flexible - so new sensors can be added without having to re-process all the stations
records into the new format
•
simple - such that only simple programming is required to decode the data
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•
•
•

preferably human-readable without reformatting - to assist in the quality monitoring
of the data
independent of manufacturer - to allow data to be easily exchanged between agencies
and to encourage cost competitiveness between manufacturers
unambiguous - the use offeatures such as check-sums minimize the possibility of data
corruption.

Data formats may need to span a range of time resolutions, for example, a one second format
(for maintenance and real-time read-outs), a one minute format (data logging and display), a
ten minute format (data logging), a thirty to sixty minute format (weather monitoring) and a
three hourly format (for international exchange and archiving). These data formats are
compatible with WMO standards and are used by a number of other National Meteorological
Services.

Communications
The communications between the automated observation systems and the collection agency
should be:
•
reliable
.
.
•
mexpensive
follow standard protocols
•
In many cases the automated observation systems will report only to a local office, but
consideration may need to be given to the efficient transfer of data from one office to another,
both within the one agency and between agencies. A variety of fixed and radio link options
are usually available.

Sensors
The sensors used on an automated observing system are the most important part ofthe system.
Therefore a great deal of care should be taken when choosing sensors appropriate to the user's
requirements. The quality of the final data received can only be as good as the quality of the
sensors used. No post analysis of the data can improve the accuracy or reliability of the
irtformation obtained. Some system manufacturers use sensors which have poor accuracy, and
whose calibration may drift significantly over a short time. Some sensors particularly cheap
ones, are also prone td premature failure.
The manufacturer's sensor specifications should be read very carefully as they could be
misleading in some situations and manufacturer's claims can often not be replicated in the
laboratory. For example, a manufacturer may quote the response time for a humidity sensing
element but not the combined response time of the sensing element, electronics and filter
which can be orders of magnitude longer. Also, the manufacturer may quote accuracy for a
device such as a pressure sensor but give no indication as to the confidence limits of the
specification. These omissions can make a large difference as to the suitability of the device.
There are a number offundamental characteristics that make up the accuracy and precision of
a sensor.
•

Resolution - the smallest change the device can detect (this is not the same as accuracy
of the device)
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•
•
•
•
•

Repeatability - the ability of the sensor to measure a parameter more than once and
produce the same result in identical circumstances
response time - normally defmes as the time the sensor takes to measure 63% ofthe
change
Drift - the stability ofthe sensor's calibration with time
Hysteresis - the ability of the sensor to produce the same measurement whether the
phenomenon is increasing or decreasing
Linearity - the deviation of the sensor from ideal straight line behavior.

All ofthese factors go into defining the accuracy and precision of a sensor but some are more
important in particular situations than others. For example, for monitoring climatic
temperature changes a significant amount of data is collected over a long period therefore a
sensor is required which has very little drift. However, if the aim is to measure short-term
wind gusts, then the repeatability ofthe device and the response time become more important.
Another factor to consider is the robustness ofthe device. As a general rule, these devices are
installed in harsh environments. This requires the sensors to be well designed and constructed,
have strong waterproof housings for the electronics and be able to withstand extremes of
climate variability. Frequent replacement oflightweight or unreliable instruments ultimately
incur greater costs than their more expensive counterparts. The swapping of sensors can also
have a significant effect on the quality of data, frequently introducing discontinuities into a data
senes.
The usefulness of data obtained from a sensor is heavily dependent on the calibration of the
sensor. For data to be comparable with other site and networks, the calibration of sensors
needs to be traceable back to common standards. This is often difficult to establish,
particularly with cheaper sensors, but is of equal importance regardless of the quality of the
sensor.
The easiest way to ensure that the calibration is reliable is to purchase sensors from a certified
supplier or to have the sensor independently calibrated by a certified laboratory. The other way
is to spend some time establishing with the manufacturer the traceability of the standards used
by the company. However one should not assume a company certified to calibrate rain gauges
is certified to calibrate temperature probes as well.
Integral to the sensor and its calibration is sensor maintenance. There is no sensor designed
that does not need to be cleaned and checked to verifY its calibration. It is important that a
maintenance program periodically reassesses the calibration of all sensors, otherwise the data
quality will degrade. The maintenance of the various sensors comprising the automated
observing system may have varying maintenance routines. Before specifYing a sensor for
inclusion in the suite of sensors, it should be established that resources are available for it to
be maintained in operational condition. Visibility sensors, for instance, may need cleaning in
certain environments, such as coastal locations, as often as every few days. This is obviously
not practical for very remote or unattended sites.

Algorithms
The algorithms used to derive meteorological variables should be meaningful, documented and
comparable between networks.
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For example, the maximum temperature derived from one second readings can be quite
different to a maximum temperature derived from hourly readings, wind-gusts based on one
second readings will be significantly greater than gusts based on three second readings, and
scalar averaging ofwind direction generally produces meaningless results. WMO Guidelines
should be followed where appropriate. (World Meteorological Organization, Guide to
Meteorological Instruments andMethods ofObservation; Sixth Edition).
Documenting the algorithms used, and all changes to those algorithms, is necessary for future
users of that data. It should be noted that many system manufacturers are unaware of the
subtleties involved with the algorithms and with the meaning of the meteorological variables
derived.

Maintenance
Automated observing systems should be chosen for their ease of maintenance.
Maintenance should be able to be performed without affecting the c1imatological record. For
example, temperature and humidity sensors should be able to be disabled before the instrument
shelter is washed.
Many of the cheaper systems cannot be adjusted in the field and need to be returned to the
manufacturer for periodic calibration. In addition, many of these systems lack robustness and
require frequent maintenance visits to replace electronics and/or sensors.

It is important to consider the lifetime costs of maintaining an automated observing system as
well as the initial cost. Generally, the lower the initial cost, the higher the ongoing cost to
maintain acceptable data. In the end, this may result in either a higher total cost or long
periods with no useful data.

Documentation
One area of observational networks, which is frequently overlooked, is proper ongoing
documentation of equipment and siting (metadata). Many station-years of data have been
rendered useless for climate-related research due to lack of metadata showing changes in the
station's immediate surroundings or instrumentation.
The initial siting of the automated observing system should be documented with maps and
photographs. In addition, all inspection and maintenance visits should be fully documented
to record any changes in representatives and changes or errors detected in the instrumentation.

Comparability Studies
From the c1imatological perspective, it is critical to run a comparison study to learn how the
climatological records might be impacted by the change in instrumentation brought about by
the implementation ofnew automated systems. When deploying automated systems, not only
must the change in instrumentation be considered but the change in sensor location is also
important. Once the instrument bias, if any, or the site bias is determined, this can be noted in
the climatological records for the particular site. The determination of the instrument bias can
be derived from a sampling of sites that are c1imatologically diverse and, can then be applied
to all sites. Siting biases will be more difficult to judge and the importance of this factor will
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require consideration. In some cases it may not be realistic to do this comparison at each and
every location where the equipment will be changed. In the case of implementation of large
networks of automated observing system, it may not be feasible to run a comparative study
at each site. A representative sampling of sites can be used to gauge the effect of the new
instrumentation as long as the sites are climatologically diverse.
To support climatological records and maintain continuity of the data, it is recommended that
a comparison period of at least one year and preferably two years be used to compare the
automatic instruments to the conventional ones that are being replaced, specifically wind,
temperature and precipitation.

Quality Control
The automation ofsurface observations necessarily means greatly reduced or no direct human
involvement in the acquisition, processing and dissemination of the surface observation. Even
though automated systems may be designed with a high degree of reliability, maintainability
and availability, an effective system of quality control of the observations produced is still
critical. Quality control can be considered at two levels,
•
System level
•
User level.
At the system level automated self-diagnostics and quality control algorithms built into the
automated system should be present. When a system degradation, component failure or data
error occurs, the system should automatically take action to flag the observation as suspect.
On-site observers may also provide data augmentation and/or backup for the observation
where required.
Quality control of observations at the user level involves the monitoring of all automated
systems within the area of responsibility of the relevant office of the national meteorological
service. This responsibility may be spread between field offices and national operations centres
as appropriate. Any problems detected, whether flagged at the system level or identified by
field office staff, should be promptly relayed to maintenance personnel.

Archiving and Retrieval
Apart from, possibly, short term projects, it is often required for data to be kept permanently.
This will require balancing the need to store high temporal resolution data against he large
volumes generated. When deciding on a data storage system, consideration should be given
to the ease of quality control and retrieval of the data. This applies as equally to data stored
on hard copy as to data held in electronic form.

3.

User Consultation and Training

It is generally agreed that there are significant benefits to be gained through automation.
However the issues of user consultation and training should not be overlooked when
considering implementation of automated systems.
Unti! the differences between automated and manually produced observations can be made
transparent to the end-user, there will be a need to undertake significant efforts in this area.
The important factors in achieving ultimate usability of automated observations depend on the
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user acceptance and understanding of the subtle differences between the two types of
information. Key issues are the need to involve users ,at an early stage and to implement an
ongoing training program.

User Acceptance ofAutomation
Manual obselVations have been considered ground truth and most users have come to accept
those observations as a true, nearly flawless representation of the weather. That belief is very
hard to overcome when automated observations become a reality and meteorological services
attempt to replace the human. The measurements and reporting ofsky condition and prevailing
visibility are challenged the most since these measurements are so subjective.
Often when automated observing programs are established, it is often the case that little input
is solicited from the primary users of the observation. This matter is particularly important
when considering automation of aerodrome observations. It is important to consult all user
groups in the aviation community including airlines, pilots, forecasters, etc. Users of the data
also need to be engaged in the specification development and be better educated before system
implementation proceeds too far.
The key to acceptance of 11 automation ll is to engage the users early and allow them to play a
major role in the decision-making and planning.

User Understanding ofAutomated Observations
The users of obselVations may not be fully educated as to the functionality of automated
systems nor do they have a basic understanding of the underlying principles used in the
development process. A full awareness and understanding are essential when making
significant changes in moving from a manual to an automated system. For large scale
deployment of automated systems, an assessment may be necessary to prove the automation
concept to assure user confidence and to define the desired level of human augmentation.
Meteorological services and the user community may enter a collaborative agreement on the
assessment and how it should be conducted. Such an assessment may take up to a year. This
assessment should contain the following elements:
e

•
•
•

a manual versus automated comparison ofthe observation (e.g. METAR)
an engineering assessment to demonstrate the data/observation availability and
reliability
an analysis of the amount of augmentation and backup required when data elements
are missing,
are not able to be automated to the user's satisfaction, or elements are required that
are beyond the capability of the system (such as reporting of hail or thunderstorms).

These types of study may require significant resources. If total automation strategies are to
be adopted, particularly in the automation of subjective weather elements, it is critical to prove
the capabilities ofthe automated system. The study must be carefully planned with all parties
involved. Equally important to the planning is the methods for analysis and reporting.
Consensus on these aspects of the assessment will form the basis for a successful study.
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User Involvement
The key users that will be impacted the most by automation should be brought into the
decision making process early and need to be involved in the research, planning, budgeting,
information dissemination and design aspects of the program. Specifically, with regards to
training and education, the change from a manual observation to an automated one requires
an in-depth understanding of the underlying principles of the design of the automated
observation. This is particularly important with regards to the automation of the ceiling and
visibility measurements. In the D.S.A. and Canada there have been difficulties experienced in
gaining full user acceptance ofthese two automated elements. Details on both hardware and
software need to be provided in some form of training material so that the key users of the
data fully understand the data and its meaning.
A working group to explore the issue and make recommendations as to how the community
as whole should be better informed should be established as early as possible. That working
group should outline a series of activities that might include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

review design features and assess user determined requirements for reporting and the
level of augmentation
develop and distribute informational materials such as pamphlets and newsletters\
develop detailed users guide or handbook on sensors and algorithms and how they
work together
conduct formal training classes or seminars for pilots, forecasters, air traffic controllers
develop video instruction
present program updates at seminars, conferences and via Internet
provide a help desk with phone or Internet access to answer questions.

User Training
When considering the implementation of automated weather observations, a training program
should identify the advantages offered by automated systems, but should also describe the
differences and limitations of the observations. This is particularly important where real-time
decisions are based on the observations produced.
The evolution of technology will no doubt continue to introduce new and improved sensors
to automate observations. Accordingly the training of end-users should be considered an
ongoing process in keeping the user community up to date.
Depending on the scale of network implementation, the scope of training required may range
from the users of a particular observation site, up to all user's in a particular user group.
Experience in North America has shown that the need ofthe aviation community requires a
great deal of attention as the interpretation of visually derived weather observations can have
significant ramifications. Training documentation has been produced by the National Weather
Service of the U.S.A. Examples have been reproduced as annexes to this document for
guidance to national meteorological services. These annexes give a user oriented description
of the interpretation of automated observations. It should be noted that these training
materials, and the instrumentation detail mentioned within them, are specific to the D.S.A.
ASOS program undertaken in the early 1990's and will require revision before use elsewhere.
Certain instrumentation details may be now superseded.
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4.

Conclusions

Automation ofthe surface observation has many advantages that warrant its consideration and
deployment. Precious human resources can be devoted to more critical tasks within the
meteorological services and the routine task of taking observations- can be left to a machine.
It would seem that the positive benefits outweigh the negative, however the automation
process itselfpresents many challenges. These challenges, while often perceived as obstacles,
may take years to overcome. The guidelines presented in this report address the more
challenging issues and provide suggestions and recommendations for a course of action that
any meteorological service must consider if embarking on a large scale modernization of their
observing network.
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Annex: Examples of Training Material
-Automated Surface Observations
Two primary automated observing systems are being deployed at airports across the United
States, the Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) and the Automated Weather
Observation system (AWOS).
Both systems are a collection of electronic sensors, connected
process, and create surface observations every minute. These
minute, Hourly, and Special observations 24 hours a day.

computer, that measure,
s provide I-minute, 5-

This discussion explains the need for automated observation
d highlights the differences
between automated and human observation
rovide keys to understanding and
applying the automated observing technolo
;'erational dec' sions.

Why Automate Weather Observation
here. The
data sets
s. Yet
the nation

Modern technology can now prov'
National Weather Service (WS
every 5 to 6 minutes. Weat
the routine surface ohs
remains a single", ou
n

d only a few extra
ace observation can we
provide data that can be

Automation also removes the burden
airports depend on the airport operators to p
make a special trip to the airport to take an 0

o create observations. Many small
servations. These operators often must
ation for an incoming flight.

The National Weather Service also has personnel dedicated to observing the weather. These
trained personnel can be better used to assist the forecast and warning program and provide
more effective services to the public. Automated systems can provide observations 24 hour
s a day, freeing human observers for other tasks.
There are many airports where hiring human observers is too costly or impractical.
Automating many ofthese sites will increase the number of24-hour airports available to pilots,
increasing local business and adding safety.

Why Is The Observing Site Important?
Siting automated sensors is critical to providing an observation that is representative of the
entire airport area. The favoured location is near the touchdown zone of the main instrument
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runway. If that location does not consistently provide representative weather observations for
most ofthe runway complex, an alternate site can be selected.
At airports with great weather variations due to nearby rivers, lakes, oceans or terrain,
additional sensors can be installed to provide a more accurate observation.
Human observers rely on their ability to see the entire atmosphere, horizon-to-horizon, to
complete a weather observation. Any site that limits that viewing ability detracts from the
accuracy ofthe observation.
Often buildings or terrain will block the observer's ability to idenf " weather conditions away
from the airport. At night, nearby lights frequently impede the ob
r's ability to see clearly,
preventing an accurate assessment of certain weather elements.
Lights, buildings or human perception do not affect autom
sterns. They are designed
to create a representative observation from weather ssing tough the sensors 24 hours a
day.

How Do Sensors Determine Weather?
Automated systems measure only the
data is collected over time to pr
mathematical logic, called algori
wider area. The table on t
ASOS site where the d 0

rray. A set of
ern applies
, r over a
iii!!!ound an

SAMPL

VALIDITY

SKY CONDITIONS
VISIBILITY
PRECIPITATION
FREEZING RAIN
TEMP/DEW POINT

5

5

WIND

2

1-2

PRESSURE

1

5

Each ofthe various weather elements requires specific sample times for its algorithms. These
time were selected to represent normal meteorological variations.
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For example, it was determined that 30 minutes of data provide an accurate description of sky
conditions. This means that algorithms will process all the clouds passing over the sensor in
the past 30 minutes to determine the height and amount of clouds transmitted in the
observation. The last 30 minutes ofdata is "double weighted", counted twice, to enhance the
response to the latest conditions. Each minute the data area is processed to provide up-to-date
observations.

Are Observations Consistent Site-To-Site?
One major advantage of an automated observing system is consistency. Unlike human
observers, all similarly configured automated systems measure th" tmosphere the same way.
ASOS is programmed to add remarks to the aviation observ' to highlight significant
changes or report important data.
ASOS will create only a standard set of remarks conce
precipitation, pressure changes and wind gusts. If the marks
not measured the condition.

ariable ceilings, visibility,
e not included, sensors have

rovide inconsistent
oud heights and

By contract, human observations are fra
information. Observers at the same locati
coverage.
Human observers report mand
information. Many of t
observations.

r eemed important.
-airport weather. A
ion the condition is not
ay-to-night consistency.

One observer
Especially a
pilot cannot alw
occurring. Thus,
A human observer may also be distracted by dui"
and not notice rapid changes in the airp
an observer is distracted, the observer can
tirelessly and continuously measures the minute
other duties.

d with critical weather elsewhere
r example, if rain begins to fall when
imate the actual beginning time. ASOS
-minute weather and is never distracted by

How Current Are Observations?
Even though ASOS creates a completely new observation every minute, automated systems
have adequate sensor samples to develop an accurate observation. In rapidly changing
conditions, the automated observations are known to lag slightly behind the actual weather.
For instance, if skies are clear and a sudden overcast appears on the sensors, ASOS will take
2 minutes to report a scattered deck of clouds. Within 10 minutes, the system will indicate a
broken layer.
Each minute ASOS processes the most recent 10 minutes ofvisibility sensor data to obtain a
representative value. Therefore, when visibility drops suddenly (in one minute) from 7 miles
to 1 mile, ASOS needs about 4 minutes before the 10-minute mean values reach the 3 mile
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criteria. This criteria forces a Special observation to alert users to a significant change. A
total of 9 minutes will pass before ASOS will report the 1 mile visibility.
When the visibility rapidly improves from 1 mile to 7 miles, ASOS generates a Special
observation 4 minutes after reaching the 1.5 mile threshold. In 10-12 minutes, ASOS will
report 7 miles. Why longer to improve? The algorithm is designed to raise visibility more
slowly than to lower it. This design provides a margin of safety and buffers rapid changes
when the visibility is widely fluctuating over a short period.
Hourly and Special observations, which denote a significant change in the weather, are the
only ones created by human observers. In contrast, ASOS relen . sly measures the weather
and can provide I-minute, 5-minute, Hourly and Special obse
ns. Because of ASOS'
continuous weather measurements, the system will create more
nt Special observations
than a human observer.
At towered sites, controllers, dispatchers, and larg
observations to regulate flight operations.
observations causes difficulty in making deci '
edit automated
an if necessary,

Most towered locations also have
observations. The observer requires s
edit the observations before tran
Thus, the system has a 5- .
transmitted during an ho
reputation of sl"",w
mainly at to
Airport Ten
circuits also tra

sponse IS seen
e broadcast on the
data circuits. These

It is only at non-towered airports that ots rece'
phone link or by the ground-to-air radio
responsiveness as a serious problem at

te weather by calling the voice
ast. Users have not noted system
ations.

How Do I Use More Frequent Observation
Pilots must listen to a sequence of automated observations and not rely upon a single
observation. A pilot cannot determine trends or changes in weather from a single observation.
For example, if several I-minute observations indicate unchanging weather conditions, the
pilot can anticipate unchanging conditions in the vicinity of the airport.
If the indicated weather is deteriorating, a pilot should expect poorer conditions as they near
the runway. When weather at the airport is rapidly changing, pilots should not expect an
observation 5 to 10 minutes old to depict accurately the weather over the entire area. By
monitoring the minute-by-minute observations, a pilot can determine a range of variations to
be expected on the approach to a landing.
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Should I Use Special Care With Automated Observations?
All observations, whether automated or taken by human observers, should be used with care.
Users must be aware ofhow long ago the observation was taken, under what conditions, and
whether there are Special observations. Even though automated systems are totally objective
and maintain a certain uniformity among all sites, it does not mean they match perfectly the
varied perception ofusers.
ASOS may occasionally report cloud decks lower than what is actually encountered.
Sometimes precipitation, lower cloud fragments or fog triggers these lower values. Pilots have
said that these "lower" reported values often indicated the height ' . ow which they had to fly
before gaining enough forward visibility to see an airport or la
~he key lesson here is to
evaluate all reports closely before dismissing them as inaccurat .
Even though the visibility sensor is designed to objective
atmosphere over a wide range of weather condition, ay or
visibility more optimistic than what a human
..

esent the visibility of the
ght, it occasionally reports a

cted in clouds, light
lasses to obtain

During the day, the human eye can be ove
precipitation, fog or haze. Many individu',
some relief from the glare.
The ASOS visibility sensor is
visibility approximately twic
bright conditions and e ec

Automated systems will evaluate and report only
volume of the sensor array. therefore,
the sensors will not be measured.

er

has passed through the sampling
the airport that has not encountered

The system is not designed to report clouds over 12,000 feet, virga, tornadoes, funnel clouds,
ice crystals, snow pellets, ice pellets, drizzle, freezing drizzle, blowing obstructions such as
snow, dust, or sand, snow fall and snow depth. Many of these elements will be provided by
other sources. New sensors will be added to measure some of these weather elements.

Final Considerations
Automated observations are not identical to observations taken by human observers.
Automated observing systems are designed to provide consistent observations, day or night,
representing the weather within 2 to 3 miles of the sensor site. They will not provide a
horizon-to-horizon evaluation of the weather.
Finally, automated observing systems are in their infancy. New developments in sensors and
computer technology will improve their capabilities.
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Questions
1.

State two reasons for automating surface observatio

2.

What limitations does a human observer face when t

3.

Why is siting critical for representative observa

4.

Name two factors that contribute

5.

What is a key adjustment user;
minute automated observatio
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• Sky Condition
Although the concept of automated observations is relatively new, for years observers have
used instruments to measure the height of clouds. From ceiling balloons and ceiling lights to
the modern laser beam ceilometers, human observers have depended on measuring devices to
determine the height of clouds above the ground.
Observers have used the most recent tool, the laser beam ceilometer, for nearly 10 years. The
new Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) employs an identical laser beam ceilometer
to determine sky conditions.
In the past, human observers evaluated a trace on a graphical c

. ting the signal return
of the ceilometer to measure a cloud height. They then
e sky to determine the
number of cloud layers and amount of clouds. ASOS proce
e ceilometer data through
computers and employs mathematical logic, called " "rithms, to ascertain the cloud height,
the number of layers, and amount of coverag
t and apply the

How do these differences in measure
information?
Sensor Operation
The cloud height indicator (
ASOS then assigns the
bins. After t
determine if
to an altitude

seconds.
oot interval
signal to help
rts cloud layers up

ASOS processes t e sensor signals 1
ud "hits". Each minute the
algorithm processes 30 minutes of he 30-se
pIes to create values for sky
processing 30 minutes of data, the
coverage and cloud height for the obse" ati
-5 miles around the sensor site. To be
observation becomes more representativ"mlm,,,,,
more responsive to the latest changes in tll
ther, the last 10 minutes of the data are
double-weighted in the algorithm calculations. SOS identifies the recorded "hits" by height
and processes them into layers. It may create up to three layers. The system assigns a
coverage value of SCT (scattered), BKN (broken), or OVC (overcast). If no clouds are
detected, ASOS transmits CLR BLO 120 in the observation.
The computer algorithm also tests the sensor return for obscuration and·variable ceilings. An
obscuration occurs when fog or precipitation masks the ability of a surface observer to clearly
see the base of the lowest clouds.
These same elements can mask the ceilometer from determining clear cloud "hits" in the signal
return. The observation will carry a totally obscured sky condition (WlX, W2X, etc) if
enough of these hits persist, the visibility is 1 mile or less, and there is a cloud layer at 2,000
feet or less. ASOS also will determine variable ceilings when a ceiling is below 3,000 feet.
If the variability tests are met, the observations will contain a remark such as CIG 8V16.
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Sensor Performance

Day-to-day performance of ASOS is above average. The system reports sky conditions
accurately most ofthe time. A study by the Hughes STX Corp. found that when ceilings were
under 5,000 feet, ASOS observations agreed with the human observer 78% ofthe time. With
fog, the comparability was 84%, with rain it was 69%, and when snowing 74%. During rain,
ASOS reported more Special observations than the human observer. The lower agreement
rate may be due to ASOS reporting more changes than the human observer.
ASOS reports all cloud layers as opaque. Thus when ASOS detects high moisture layers or
very thin layers of clouds, the algorithm must process the signal r rn and decide whether to
ignore the data or report the condition as a cloud layer. At rat . es, ASOS may report a
dense moisture layer as opaque clouds before the layer become
lly visible to the human
eye. This kind of report occurs before a cold front when th
ti aser beam ceilometer
detects the pre-frontal large scale lifting of moisture. The
been cases where ASOS
reported a layer of clouds 20 minutes before an obs
'i ,

Rain and snow will contain both the tra
compensate, ASOS incorporates an algorit

al of the CHI. To
the cm signal.

If ASOS cannot confirm a cloud b
human observers report when fog,
accurately reflects how far you c
clouds will be. Therefore t

ar to that which
value more
e of the
er.

Pilots have repo
evaporating.
remarked tlia
actual condition
a pilot had to fly

ere virga was
as faIling. A pilot
.c ud decks lower than
e altitude below which
an airport and land.

Is ASOS wrong to attribute.a scattered cloud
(scud), or falling precipitation? A human
conditions when they have limited forward v
flying Magazine., an article titled "IFR InsigH
following remark:

to

ditions such as virga, thin clouds
Ignores, average out, or misses these
for pilots. In the February 1994 issue of
lying the Good Approach" contained the

"Scud is frequently not reported because it is far less obvious to the observer looking up from
the ground than it is to a pilot looking down from an aeroplane. When you're looking straight
down, scud may hardly appear to be a problem, but when the necessary slant range viewing
path to the airport is considered, a little scud can obliterate the view of the runway completely
ifthe arrangement ofthe scud clouds is just so. The visual illusions can be di~orienting when
flying through scud, and it can be quite difficult to divide your attention between looking
outside for the runway and inside at the instruments".
ASOS will report only weather that passes over the ceilometer. It will not measure cap clouds
over distant mountains or Iow clouds anchored over bodies of water near an airport. In the
more tropical regions, where winds aloft are often very light, such as Florida, afternoon
cumulus moves slowly. Observers have reported up to four tenths of the sky covered by fair
weather cumulus when ASOS reported CLR BLO 120.
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Packing Effect
At the transition between scattered and broken cloud coverage (five-tenths) humans often
report too much cloud coverage. This is attributed to the "packing effect;" a condition where
an observer does not see the openings in the cloud decks near the horizon due to the viewing
angle. Pilots tend to overestimate the coverage even more than ground observers because of
visual compression. When flying on top ofa deck of clouds at speeds of 300 to 400 kph, those
breaks in the clouds appear even smaller as they flash past at 83 to 111 metres per second!
ASOS is not biased by the "packing effect" because it measures only the sky conditions
passing over the sensor. ASOS does not view the sky at an angle",,; ,hus human observers and
pilots may feel that ASOS does not report enough cloud cover
t ground observers or
Because the cloud coverage appears differently to pilot·,
in the "eyes of the skies",
automated systems, pilots reports (PIREPS) are vital. Pilo
and their reports add an element of flight-level perce 'on tha complements automated and
human surface observations.
Sensor Lag
Every minute the ASOS algorithm
cover values. The last 10 minute
most current conditions. Yet in
lag slightly behind the actual
sensors, ASOS will tak
the system will 0
equence of weather
ot determine trends or
. observation. For example,
ticipate the weather to remain

Recognizing
observations to
changes in the w

g, expect worsening conditions as you
approach the site. When weather is changing , pidly, observations 5 to 10 minutes old are
unlikely to be accurate. Check the minute-by-minute observations or the latest Special
observations to evaluate the weather around the ASOS site.
Overall, the ASOS observation remains timely and accurate. Only during the most rapidly
changing conditions does the system present a noticeable lag. This lag is no greater than when
human observers see a change in conditions, create the observation, and transmit it onto the
various data networks. If you are a pilot using the ground-to-air radio broadcast at nontowered airports, the I-minute observation, will show little if any lag.
Summary
The sky conditions ASOS presents are different from human observation. In the past, human
observers would ignore cursory returns indicated on the ceilometer chart if they could not
visually confirm the clouds. Today, the computer evaluates all the signal returns and creates
height and coverage values based on strict mathematical logic.
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As sensor processing improves and users gain experience with automated observations, the
ASOS observations will become the standard for all operations.
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Questions
1.

What makes the ASOS ceilometer different than t
the past 10 years?

2.

ASOS reports sky conditions to

3.
4.

5.
6.
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•Visibility
Automated observing systems are being installed at airports across the nation. The primary
system, the Automated Surface Observing system (ASOS), is found at both towered airports
and major non-towered facilities.
The Automated Weather Observing System (AWOS) is located in many additional airports.
Both systems are a collection of electronic sensors providing information to a computer that
creates observations for users. Minute-by-minute observations are available to pilots through
ground-to-air radio or telephone. National data circuits send Special and Hourly observations
through to remote users.
This training module focuses on how automated systems dete
the variations between human and automated visibility.

, 'ty. It will also clarify

Understanding Human Visibility
Prevailing visibility is the value reported in
observer determines it by identifying obj
degree circle around the observation point.
of the 360 degree area is the prevail'
that is significantly different fr
reflecting that difference.
Pilots must realize, h
conditions tha
you can see. Ground
r background of the sky.
,i rker, more limited contrast
It to identify objects. Even on
ore
ve missed "seeing" other aircraft or
ch well with flight visibility.
The human observer on or near the ground ofte as more restricted visibility than pilots. The
ground observer may not see the true horizon when determining visibility, but rather looks
slightly upward over trees, ridges, and buildings.
This upward view can cause the observed horizon to merge with low stratus and force an
artificially low visibility. If an observer's view is blocked within 8 degrees of the horizon, a
doud layer at 500 feet would preclude the observer from seeing targets· more than .75 mile
from the observation. A cloud layer at 3,000 feet would create a 4 mile limit.
At night, observers must be able to adapt their eyes to darkness to determine accurate
visibility. Often at major airports, nearby lights are too bright to allow eyes to completely
adapt to darkness.
Light scattering, sun angle, altitude, and individual visual acuity all effect the ability to "see"
in the atmosphere. When haze, smoke, light precipitation, fog, or snow is in the atmosphere,
pilots in flight may encounter visibility distinctly different from the ground observer's.
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Automated Sensor Operation
The visibility sensor does not directly measure how far one can "see", instead it measures the
clarity ofthe air. ASOS converts a sensor-derived value of clarity to a visibility corresponding
to what the human eye would see. This concept of converting sensor measurements into a
visibility value is called Sensor Equivalent Visibility (SEV).
Since an automated system measures air clarity, the sensor always reports true horizontal
surface visibility. The sensor is not affected by terrain, sight location, buildings, trees, bright
lights, or cloud layers near the surface. A singular automated sensor will measure the visibility
the same way, site-to-site. Once users learn to relate to the trans " ed automated visibilities,
they can expect similar consistent values from all systems throu
ut the country.
ASOS employs a Belfort model 6220 fOlward scatter visibilit
the air. The system cants the transmitter and receiver at a s
from striking the receiver. ASOS projects light fro a ?Ceno
beam. The receiver measures only the light
t r
ard.

measure .the clarity of
le, preventing direct light
ash lamp in a cone-shaped
r

The more moisture, dust, snow, rain, or p
The sensor measures the return every 3
average I-minute value from the past
the atmosphere, 0.75 feet. To "b
processes the air passing through
visibility. This algorithm ge iil
Naturally, the
quickly can
processmg
rapidly changin

isibility. How
employs a special
.
.
s em responsIveness In

Each minute ASOS processes th most re
'tes of sensor data to obtain
representative visibility. When the visibility dr
d
y (in one minute) from 7 miles to
1 mile, it takes about 3 minutes for the 10
alues to register 3 miles and transmit
a Special observation. "Specials" alert users
'ficant change. A total of9 minutes will
pass before the algorithm lowers the visibility t
mile. When the visibility rapidly improves
from 1 mile to 7 miles, ASOS generates a Special observation after 4 minutes, when it reaches
the1.5-mile threshold. After 10 minutes, ASOS will report 7 miles. Why longer to improve?
By using the harmonic mean, where lower values have a greater impact than higher values, the
visibility is more slowly improved and more quickly lowered. This feature adds a margin of
safety and buffers rapid changes when the visibility is fluctuating widely·and quickly.
The current reportable ASOS values of visibility is statute miles are <1/4. 1/4, 112,3/4, 1,
11/4, 1112, 13/4, 2,2112, 3, 3112, 4, 5, 7, 10+.
Siting the visibility sensor is critical. If the sensor is located in areas that favour fog, blowing
dust, or near water, it may report conditions not representative of an entire airport. Airports
covering a large area or near lakes or rivers may need multiple sensors to provide a
representative observation.
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Sensor and Eye Discrepancies
Although automated sensors are more objective and consistent than human observers, they are
not perfect. There are times when the perception of the human eye and the sensor clarity
measurements to not match.
The human observers face physical limitations, such as viewing angle, objects, contrasts, and
individual eye response, in determining "representative visibility" ASOS can determine
visibility only by sampling the air moving through the sensor. Thus, there will be times when
ASOS and human observations will differ.
ered light, which sharply
One condition that heavily affects the human eye is bright backreduces visibility. These conditions usually occur during the da
:when clouds, fog, light,
snow, flurries, or light drizzle reflects sunlight in the atm
is comparable to the
headlights of your automobile shining into the fog or snow.
rightly reflected light may
blind you and limit your visibility. Yet the lights of a . """," proac g vehicle seem to penetrate
the fog; you can see the approaching vehicle"" the fog,
h.

e are reflected back
d you (forward
di'ions between

The visibility difference is caused because
toward your eyes while the approachin
scattered). Research has shown t
forward scattered and backscatter:
If conditions are bright enou
automated systems to r 0
If an ASOS
by a human
observer and th

of around 2 miles
ilities of the human

Visibilities reported by observers on a
day
brightness seems to be part ofthe problem. Yet
reported ground visibility.

han reported by ASOS. Again
nd flight visibility better than the

I took offfrom an airport where the observer re
ed the visibility at 5 miles in haze. My copilot noted that at just 100 feet off the ground the visibility really was 10 to 15 miles. The
automated system was reporting 10+. What was the difference? Possibly a slightly different
sun angle or a limitation of the surface observer due to surrounding trees.
At night, human observers seek distant lights to measure visibility. The human observer is
using forward scattered light, the same principle applied by the ASOS sensor. Therefore,
visibilities tend to match more closely between observers and ASOS at night.
For many years, pilots have reported flight visibilities different from those of ground observers.
Those differences will continue. No single point visibility may be right for the larger area
surrounding an airport, especially in changing weather conditions. When these variations,
occur, pilots should provide pilot reports (PIREPS) to provide in-flight weather, including
visibilities. PIREPS are especially important when the pilot's flight weather differs
significantly from the reported surface weather.
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Summary
It is difficult to detennine a visibility that is representative for everyone. There are many
limitations that affect even well-trained, experienced observers in determining representative
visibility.

ASOS has been designed to measure objectively the clarity of the air in an attempt to move
away from the more subjective evaluations of human observers. If users understand the
perfonnance of automated systems, they can successfully use the infonnation to make proper
decisions.
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